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Unbeatable as an Adjective

Definitions of "Unbeatable" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “unbeatable” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Incapable of being overcome or subdued.
Extremely good; outstanding.
Hard to defeat.
Not able to be defeated or bettered in a contest or commercial market.

Synonyms of "Unbeatable" as an adjective (12 Words)

indomitable Impossible to subdue or defeat.
A woman of indomitable spirit.

invincible Too powerful to be defeated or overcome.
An invincible army.

invulnerable Immune to attack; impregnable.
Gunners raked the beach from invulnerable positions on the cliffs.

matchless Eminent beyond or above comparison.
Matchless beauty.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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peerless Unequalled; unrivalled.
A peerless cartoonist.

unassailable Unable to be attacked, questioned, or defeated.
An unassailable lead.

unconquerable (especially of a place, people, or emotion) not conquerable.
Faced unconquerable difficulties.

unmatched Not matched or equalled.
Infamy unmatched in the Western world.

unstoppable Impossible to stop or prevent.
As unstoppable as the wind.

unsurpassable Not able to be exceeded in quality or degree.
Unsurpassable skill.

unsurpassed Better or greater than any other.
The quality of workmanship is unsurpassed.

unvanquishable Incapable of being overcome or subdued.

Usage Examples of "Unbeatable" as an adjective

Views from the patio are unbeatable.
The team is unbeatable.
Bikes at unbeatable prices.
An unbeatable ball team.

Associations of "Unbeatable" (30 Words)

aftermath New grass growing after mowing or harvest.
The aftermath of war.

aggressiveness
Determination and forcefulness.
Recent research has linked violent video games to increased
aggressiveness in youths.

battle Battle or contend against in or as if in a battle.
Grant won a decisive victory in the battle of Chickamauga.

battlefield A region where a battle is being (or has been) fought.
The battlefields of the Great War.

belligerence Aggressive or warlike behaviour.
A blatant act of belligerence.

bombardier A noncommissioned officer in the British artillery.

https://grammartop.com/unassailable-synonyms
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byzantine Highly complex or intricate and occasionally devious.

combat Engage in a fight with; oppose in battle.
Pilots re enacted the aerial combats of yesteryear.

conflict Be in conflict.
The date for the match conflicted with a religious festival.

crossfire Fire from two or more points so that the lines of fire cross.
A photographer was killed in crossfire.

defensive An attitude of defensiveness especially in the phrase on the defensive.
Defensive weapons.

fighting The action of fighting violence or conflict.
He was a fighting man.

foe A personal enemy.
They had been political foes for years.

grenade A small explosive bomb thrown by hand or fired from a missile.

hostile Opposed.
The platoon ran into a pack of hostiles.

impregnable Unable to be defeated or overcome.
Impregnable self confidence.

invincible Incapable of being overcome or subdued.
An invincible army.

mighty (of an action) performed with or requiring great strength.
The mighty logger Paul Bunyan.

ploy A maneuver in a game or conversation.
The president has dismissed the referendum as a ploy to buy time.

postwar Belonging to the period after a war.

stouthearted Used especially of persons.
A stouthearted fellow who had an active career in the army.

strategically With regard to strategy.
Violence was deployed strategically.

strategy
The branch of military science dealing with military command and the
planning and conduct of a war.
Time to develop a coherent economic strategy.

tactic A plan for attaining a particular goal.
These are possible tax saving tactics to discuss with your accountant.

tactical
Relating to or constituting actions carefully planned to gain a specific
military end.
NATO already has about 7 000 tactical nuclear weapons in Europe.
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tactics A plan for attaining a particular goal.

war
A legal state created by a declaration of war and ended by official
declaration during which the international rules of war apply.
The two countries were at war for the next eight years.

warfare The waging of armed conflict against an enemy.
Diplomatic warfare.

warmonger A person who advocates war or warlike policies.

warrior (especially in former times) a brave or experienced soldier or fighter.
The warrior heroes of ancient Greece.

https://grammartop.com/war-synonyms
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